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TURNING FLEMISH
October 24, 1994

James M. Murray

There is much wisdom in the custom of allowing new
literary c~ub m7 mbers a season or two on the sidelines
b 7 fore com1ng w1th a paper. Not only does this give
t1me to cool the ardor of t h e loquacious and still the
fear of the hesitant, it per i ts reflection on the
vast, impressive and bewilder ing variety of literary
club papers, a variety that de fies classification even
with the help of the Literar y Club Sampler. But it
seems to me that there are t wo commandments on which
hang all th7 La~ and Pro~he ts o f these papers:
First,
reveal noth1ng 1n your t1t l e ; second, reveal something
of yourself in the text. This of course is a gloss on
the well-known scripture b y Bob Hilton:
"No matter
what the title, the subject is always the author."
My title has nothing t o d o with the lines most
English speakers know conta ini ng the word Flanders:
"In Flanders fields the poppi es blow, among the crosses
row on row, that mark our pla ce; and in the sky The
larks, still bravely sing ing fl y, Scarce heard amid the
guns below ... " the poem by John McCrae, an elegy on the
British dead of the Great Wa r , slain so extravagantly
around the Ypres Salient from 1914-1918.
I memorized
these lines in the seventh grade, just as President
Lyndon Johnson was orderi ng a major escalation of the
viet Nam war, a war which gave my generation its own
list of killing fields.
I t i s difficult to separate
Flanders from the memory of war, given that within or
at its borders are such p l aces as Agincourt, Sedan,
Waterloo, Arnhem, Calais, th e Somme, the Bulge,
Normandy, passchendaele, Poelkapel and a dozen others.
The memorials to those batt l es and wars still dot the
Flemish landscape, and, if i t is difficult to recapture
the awe felt by people of t h e last century for the
battle of Waterloo, it is impossible for those born in
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this century to be unmoved by the monuments of the
Great War. As I stood at the Menin gate in Ypres on a
bleak, cold November day shortly after the 75th
anniversary of the Armistice, and read some of the,
fifty-five thousand names on that monument, I reallzed
that though they nearly equalled ~n numb 7r those on the
Viet Nam War memorial ("My War") ln Washlngton D.C.,
these men of Britain and the British Empire were
"merely" those with no known grave.
But those who lie buried in Flanders fields cannot
really turn Flemish, for as Rupert Brooke (himself a
casualty of that war) predicted, their graves are
forever a bit of England tended to this day by a small
British colony now in its third generation of
occupation.
For my purposes this evening, turning
Fleming has a two-fold meaning:
as both a description
of a process of national self-definition present not
only in Belgium, but throughout Europe; and as a
challenge of personal self-definition for an American.
Flanders and the Flemish have a genius for selfeffacement. Just as the geography of Flanders passes
unremarked and unremembered past the traveller's
windOW, so too does the Flemish language and character
make little impression on the visitor. The Flemish are
masters of the "in-between" ensconced between the
Romance and Germanic cultures. They learn languages
effortlessly, causing the puzzled sixteenth-century
Italian chronicler, Guiccardini, among others, to
attribute this to the physical deformity of a hyperflexible mouth which enables the Fleming to utter all
manner of sounds, like a human synthesizer. The
Flemish attribute their linguistic prowess to baser
motives, for to quote a Flemish proverb "The quickest
way to a man's money is through his language." Given
the apparent two-dimensionality of the landscape and
character, the vehemence of the Flemish for their
country often surprises the foreigner -- the
unapologetic apologia of Jacques Brel:
"Flanders, the
flat, flat country which is mine own" (La Flandre, Ie
plat, plat pays qui est le mien ... ")
Ironically, Brel
is remembered as a French cabaret singer and not as an
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important combatant in the culture wars of his native
country.
Americans often mistake this self-effacement for
weakness, because as a people we have never esteemed
guile and subtlety. But as the Germans learned in
their occupation of Flanders in the Second World War,
there can be great strength in subtle resistance,
sometimes far more than in open defiance. The
experience of Flanders' neighbor, Holland, in the war
is a good illustration of this. Holland, of course,
fell easily to the German invasion of 1940, but to the
astonishment of the Germans the country proved
remarkably easy to occupy and dominate. The Dutch were
determined to continue normal lif e, and the invaders
Were flabbergasted to find store shelves still stocked,
factories still humming with litt le effort at
concealment or subterfuge.
In Flanders however (and in
all Belgium) the Germans marched into desolate cities
of empty shops, looted fact ories and silent, sullen
people. The occupation of this country was never easy.
To bring Flanders and the Flemish out of their
self-imposed shadows is not an easy task for an
"outlander" -- the literal translation of the Flemish
word for foreigner.
The very word Flanders is
indistinct and often misused, for there are no natural
bord 7rs to this country, except those offered by the
Engllsh channel and North Sea. until recently,
Flanders was merely a region with in the kingdom of
Belgium, itself divided into two provinces -- East and
West -- with Ghent and Bruges as their respective
capitals. This, again, is an example of selfeffacement, for Belgium is a created country, the
progeny of the Congress of Vienna of 1815 with its
desperate attempt to construct a cordon sanitaire
around imperialistic France. The name was resurrected,
as every student of Latin knows, from the opening
sentence of Caesar's De Bello Gallico, "Gallia est
omnis divisa in partes tres quarum unam incolunt
Belgae."
Belgium came to include cobbled-together bits
of Europe left over from the nation-building of the
early modern era, and was ruled by a king created from
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the German aristocratic house of Saxe-Coburg, that
cradle of kings and queens.
Flanders is far older than the invention of
Belgium, of course.
It began as a splinter of
Charlemagne's Frankish empire, ruthlessly enlarged by
the ninth and tenth century counts of Flanders, who
built a state the old-fashioned way, through marriage,
war and assassination. At their greatest extent, the
lands ruled by the count of Flanders included the
plains of Picardy in the south-west, the coastal region
from Boulogne, Calais to Antwerp in the north east, to
the plains around Lille and st. Orner in the south.
Until the thirteenth century, the count of Flanders was
one of the most powerful rulers in all of Western
Europe; one even became the emperor of Constantinople
as a result of the tragi-comical Fourth Crusade. But
after 1300, two things happened to the Flemish comital
house; it turned French culturally, and was acquired by
a succession of "foreign" rulers:
Burgundian, Spanish
Habsburg, Austrian Habsburg. Both these facts had
consequences that continue to the present day. One was
the use of the name Flanders to describe all areas
where Flemish was spoken even outside the boundaries of
the medieval county. This understanding triumphed in
the newly federalized Belgium, in which the Flemish
state is a new creation uniting once disparate
po~itical entities. The second consequence was the
trlumph of French language and culture among the rUling
c~asses of Flanders to such an extent that by the
nl~eteenth century the Flemish language was on the
br~nk of effacement as thorough as that suffered by
Ir~sh, Welsh and Scottish.
Belgium turne~ Flemish in a remarkable and complex
way~ whose con~luslon last year quite escaped the
notlce of Amer~cans, who, transfixed by the bloody
spectacle of Yugoslavia's self destruction missed the
perhap~ more,remarkable, bloodless death a~d
transflguratlon of Belgium
Th M
e ay~ 1993 adoption of
a new constitution re-create
Flemish as never before
Th~ a BelglUm that had turned
a centurY-long revolt of Fl l~ marked the completion of
cultural and political h
emlsh speakers against the
egemony of French-speakers
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(Walloons); a revolt remarkably peaceful in its means
but nonetheless insistent on a large measure of
autonomy for a Flemish state within a completely
federalized Belgium.
Let's bring this change down to the level of the
common man , rather than focussing
exclusively on the
.
state. A century ago, a Flem1ng could not ad~ress a
court of law in Flemish, only French.
Educat10n past
the sixth grade was only available in French, since all
state and catholic secondary schools and universities
in Belgium permitted only French as the language of
instruction. And of course, as in the Quebec of fifty
years ago, the language communities reflected the
social split between rich and poor, privileged and
underprivileged. Now, to the contrary, only Dutch is
permitted as an official language or language of
instruction in Flanders. The only island of
~ilingua~ity in Belgium is the capital Brussels, which
~s becom1ng so thoroughly internationalized in its role
1n the European Union that it no longer seems to be
part of Belgium at all.
This.federalizatio~ of Belgium has given many of
~he tr~pp1ngs of.s~vere1gnty to the Flemish community,
lncludlng the ab1l1ty to make treaties, open cultural
centers overseas and dispatch trade delegations. The
redefined and circumscribed Belgian national government
retains the departments of state and defense as the
last vestiges of statehood. Real power, and by that I
mean the state's ability to reach down and affect the
lives of its citizens, will be exercised by the states,
Flemish, Walloon, and Brussels.

What lessons can be learned from the Belgian
example? This is a particularly pertinent question now
that our neighbors to the north seem likely to follow a
similar patch towards federalization.
The first lesson
is that our traditional idea of nationhood and national
identity has been superseded by the rush of historical
events. The examples of Belgium, Yugoslavia, even the
Czech and Slovak s t a t e s prove t h a t a t the very t1me
EUrope is unifying, it is also subdividing, and that
the result may well be a high degree of economic union,
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a lesser degree of political union and an extraordinary
degree of cultural and ethnic particularism. This
marks a distinct break from the nineteenth-century
tradition of unified and centralized nation-states, in
which no language, one culture were often imposed on
diverse populations.
Paradoxically, the New World is
being outpaced by the Old in the political experiment
of creating the twenty-first century nation state.
It
is sobering to realize that our national motto "E
pluribus unum" -- "Out of many, One" -- may be be,?oming
as anachronistic as Louis XI V's "L'Etat, c'est mOl!"
But the united states is being buffeted by the
same winds of change.
The North American Free Trade
Agreement is a visible sign of the surrender of some of
the economic powers exercised by states in the last two
centuries. NAFTA of course if but a belated
recognition that investment capital now knows no
boundaries, and investors show little compunction at
shifting assets to Hong Kong, Singapore or Mexico City
in pursuit of profit. New patterns of immigration and
acculturation form the second sign of change within
American borders.
It is an inescapable fact that large
areas of the us are turning and remaining Hispanic,
Chinese, Vietnamese, as never before in the long
history of immigration to this country. And this is
where the second lesson of the Flemi sh experience can
be of help to Americans.
The Belgian example s hows the results of
generations of intolerance discrimination and
denigration of one languag~ and culture by another in
t~e ~ame of national unity. We have an example of this
w1th1n our own walls in the form of an illustration of
"~musemens Flamands" (Flemish Fun) hung just to the
~lght,Of the g~est book on t he west wall of the Lounge.
~le~lsh,Fun" 1S there pictured as the boorish
d~ss~patlo~ of half-human peasants, the dedication is
of c?urse 1n Frenc~.
~or nearly a hundred years the
Flemlsh endur 7d thls ~l~d of prejudice, but when the
moment of natlonal crlS1S arrived l'n th '
,
the German ~nvaSlon
"
, e l r case wlth
of 1914 the Flemish
became political as well as'cultura
movemen~
soldiers were killed in th t
1. When Flemlsh
e renches of the Western
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front because they could not understan~ the orders of
their Francophone officers, a slow-mov~ng avalanche of
political change was unclenched, leadi~g to
federalization of the country. The Unlted states shows
disturbing signs of a return to what historians of the
nineteenth century call nativism -- insisting on
English as the only "official" language, teaching that
American culture and political life are the "only"
right and true systems. About all that is missing of
the old nativism is the insistence upon Protestant
Christianity for all true Americans, and there are
those of the fundamentalist right who are working on
that. The spectre of culture wars and political
disintegration disturbs me, but the case of Belgium
suggests that their prevention is possible only through
tolerance and inclusion rather than discrimination and
exclusion.
How do I enter into this? Or put another way, to
what degree have I turned Flemish? Such was not my
intention when I arrived in Ghent in September, 1979,
with four suitcases and a fellowship from the BelgianAmerican Educational Foundation. That foundation,
curiously, was itself a relic of the First World War,
owing its existence to the Commission for Relief in
Belgium, organized and led by Herbert Hoover between
1915-1917. The energetic Hoover rallied the neutral
Americans and others to save the Belgian people (mostly
Flemish) from starvation during the brutal winters of
1914-15, 1915-16. When the united States entered the
war in 1917, the Commission's sizable assets were
frozen and after the Armistice a portion of them was
used to create a cultural exchange program. Thus my
arrival was itself a curious consequence of the '14-18
war.
I came as an academic carpetbagger, intent to
research and write a dissertation on a subject in
medieval history with the archives of Flanders as my
hunting ground.
I held an affiliation with the
university of Ghent, which has been famous for its
medieval historians since Henri Pierenne, a
Francophone, held the chair of medieval history.
I
spoke some French at the time, but no Flemish, and as
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my wife and I began our wearying trudge around Ghent in
search of an apartment I realized that my years of
study of Europe and her languages did no~ make me ~e71
any less a foreigner. There was no Amerlcan or Brltlsh
community in Ghent at the time, most,of the landl~rds
we contacted spoke little or no Engllsh, and I qUlckly
discovered that my French, learned largely from the
pages of Corneille, Racine and Voltaire, was of as much
use as Shakespearean English in a cincinnati apartment
hunt. Depression followed. Out of those weeks ,emerged
a resolution:
beyond my archival work I was gOln~ to
learn the language so well that I would never agaln
feel a stranger in that culture.
Learning Flemish poses certain practical
difficulties beyond the obvious ones.
For the rule of
self-effacement also applies to language, so that
Flemish, which was a distinct language in the
nineteenth century so much so that the Bible societies
of that era produced Flemish translations, has
officially been merged with Dutch in the twentieth
century. This means that there is a common dictionary,
a common grammar and vocabulary, enforced by a
linguistic purity commission drawn from both Belgium
and the Netherlands. Thus all school children in both
countries learn one language, Algemeer Nederlands, or
standard D~tch (some purists insist on the ugly
Neth 7 rlandlSh). ,The term Flemish is now disparagingly
applled to the dlalects spoken in most households,
shops and streets throughout Flanders. But no amount
of learned pettifoggery can obscure the fact that the
language of Flanders and that of Holland differ more
profoundly than do American and British English which
make no pretense of uniform spelling or grammar:
, HOW to learn Netherlandish, then?
Speakers of
Engllsh h~ve some distinct advantages here, for the
lang~age 1S one of the closest linguistic cousins to
Engl1sh a~d would have been closer still if William th
~onqueror s land grab of 1066 had failed. Old Engli he
~hseone ~f the Low German dialects originally spoken in
reg10n of the mouth of th Rh'
to the Frankish spoken by Ch e
lne, closely related
Carolingian kings of what
ar 1 emagne and the
wou 1 d become France and
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the later Middle Ages Low German and
, t I l ' 'ble and a creole
Dutch/F~~m~S~a:e~~em~i~~~~Yf~~n~a ~i~the economic zone
arose w lC
from Novogorod to London.
spanned by th7 GermanhHa~sehad no trouble communicating
Medieval Engl~sh mer~ an s f them took up residence in
in this language, a~ b~~~~gOthe local language and
Br~~~~e~nds~~i~e~~n~:rlthat the fi~st pri~ter of .
~~glish William Caxton, learned h~s art ~n Br~ges,
that Fl~nders became the favorite haven for eXlled
English kings from Edward IV to Charles II, and that
Flanders, too: served as the residence and jumping off
place for English catholics in their long struggle to
regain their island for the Roman church.

Germany.

I

n

Dutch, of course, has also left its mark on the
American scene.
It was the third colonial language in
North America after French and English, and although
New Amsterdam did become Ne w York in the l660s,
Brooklyn continues to bear the name of a small town
near Utrecht, and the same i s true of dozens of other
place names scattered around the region. And Dutch
culture far outlived the English conquest, most
memorably evoked by Washington Irving in his Rip Van
Winkel.
Even the English language bears traces of
Dutch influence, as shown in a search of the Oxford
English Dictionary on CD-ROM . A query of this vast
electronic database yields the fact that 3301 English
words are either derived from Middle Dutch or share a
common etymological origin; and 6759 English words have
some form of derivation from modern Dutch. My favorite
among these is the four-letter English slang word for
sexual intercourse, which is derived from the dutch
verb fokken, meaning appropriately animal copulation.
It first appears in English in 1503; and I suspect it
travelled steerage from Antwerp to England and beyond.
Despite these affinities, it is remarkably
difficult to find any organized courses teaching this
language of twenty million Europeans. There are none
in Cincinnati, even at the Department of Germanic
Languages (note plural) of UC, where in practise only
German is taught.
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So I had only the slightest acquaintance with
Dutch when I began its study at the university of
Ghent, during time borrowed from my work in the
archives.
It was the fifth language I had learned, and
I frankly doubted that it would offer the rhetorical
richness of Latin and French, or the abundant
vocabulary and grammatical precision of German.
But
Dutch quickly became fascinating because, I later
realized, it was the first living language I had
studied. Learning to live there and learning the
language were simultaneous; and as Ghent became
familiar so did the language of its people. By the end
of our year and half in Ghent, thanks to language
courses and incessant practise I spoke Dutch well
enough to be mistaken for a Dutchman in Flanders and a
Fleming in Holland -- neither is entirely complimentary
I might add.
From the mid 1980s I was able to return to
Flanders, this time to Bruges, for research trips five
of six summers, giving me the opportunity to learn
Flemish in the shape of the Bruges dialect, which its
speakers call Brugs. My classroom was a friendly cafe,
the Brugs Beertje, where I also learned a considerable
amount about Belgian beer.
Flemish cafes still exist
primarily as places for conversation rather than as
purely watering holes. There is even a Flemish word
for them, praatcafes, literally talk clubs. And at the
Beertje the regulars were quite willing to teach an
American the subtleties of Bruges dialect, how it
differed from the generic West Flemish of the
surrounding countryside, and how it was the only
possible vehicle for the dozens of jokes and stories
~hey delighted in telling.
To tell one of those jokes
ln the formal, dressed up inflections of "Dutch" would
be a travesty to these men, even though most of them
were well educated and perfectly capable of such
"translation".
Last year saw the completion of the Flemish side
of my education when I and my family returned t
for a s·lX mon th stay. My son entered a Flemi h 0 Bruges
scho~l where within months he had learned theSl preof hlS playmates
d I
.
anguage
,an
wlll long re me mber him sitting
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happily before the television watching Sesaamstraat
the Dutch version of Sesame street.
It is an odd '
experience to watch your child turn Flemish and I
gained some appreciation o f what generation~ of
i mmigrant parents in this country have experienced.
For the first time, I led a perfectly bilingual and
s ometimes trilingual life. We spoke English at home of
c ourse, but when I crossed over the threshold it was
Dutch I spoke, and if my research took me to Brussels
i t was either French or Dutch depending on the
'
c ircumstances. The pinnac l e of this linguistic excess
was my addressing a local university alumni group in
Dutch, giving my impress i o ns of Flanders and the
F lemish from an American perspective.
After delivering this twe n ty-five minute talk, I
fielded questions from the ni nety or so people in the
audience. The most popular t heme of the questions was
the recent showdown betwe en the United states and the
European Union over the e xemption of "culture" from the
GATT treaty. Treating any expr ession of culture as a
commodity l i ke soap or a utomobil es is deeply repugnant
to most educated Europea ns, even though they freely
admit that crowds flock to se e American films leaving a
few solitaries to slumber through films made in Europe.
That of course does noth ing to di scourage governments
from providing massive subsidies for the European
(mostly French) film industry, a nd from restricting
distribution and imposing quotas on the films everyone
wants to see. The quest ions then broadened to include
attacks on American culture a s "a contradictio in
termis" which brought a s piri t e d rebuttal from me (I
pointed out that at least twelve of the top fifteen
symphony orchestras in t he world are American) and from
others i n the audience, c hiefly admirers of modern art
for whom New York is the world 's cultural capital.
Later I was struck by the strangeness of my
defense of Hollywood culture in a foreign language to
highly educated people re acting emotionally and even
irrationally to an imagined t hr eat -- the
"Americanization" of the i r wor l d. The strangeness is
compounded when you cons ider th a t the highest paid
Hollywood actor at the moment is a former German
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bodybuilder who mabrl~ied pi~;~ytheIK:~~~dre~~~~db~~wever
supports the Repu lcan
.
,
'
,
bably exotic to Flemlsh audlences
that I was lmpro
"
k to
resulting in a number of invltatlons to spea
,
,
thering s
I accepte d some of these, leadlng
varlOUS g a ·
'd t'ty in the face
me increasingly to consider my own 1 en 1
of turning Flemish. By the end of my stay last ,
February, as I packed up my notes and c~mputer dlSks, I
unconSClOUS reasons for
k ne w a great deal more about, my
h
seeking to emulate the Fleml s .
To master another language, to weave it into the
whole cloth of another personality in a foreign place
amid foreign people is a heady experience. It allows
one to consciously craft another self free of , the
constraints of your mother culture, thus seemlngly free
to omit the bad bits of childhood and adolescence.
I
realize now that I seized the opportunity to turn
Flemish in part to efface the America I had grown up
with in the nineteen sixties and seventies. I know
this era is a major divide in our society and in this
club, for many of you came of age in the triumphal era
of American victory over Fascism and economic
depression. Your most vivid youthful memories include
the attack on Pearl Harbor, V-E and V-J days, the
Marshall Plan and Berlin airlift, Korea.
I have heard
in many papers how those experiences, often
participatory as a member of the armed forces, shaped
and formed many of you into adults. My memories of my
fourteenth through twentieth years include My Lai, the
Draft, Kent state, watergate.
Indictments of American still range through Europe
when I arrived in 1979, particularly among the European
young who seemed determined to prolong the counterculturalism of the Berkeley I had known in the sixties.
To turn Flemish for me was in part an act of escapism
choosing a rich but obscure and probably doomed cUltu~e
precisel~ because of its smallness and intimacy.
Nowhere ln the world is a Fleming murdered because of
the passport he holds; a mass demonstration with the
chant "Fleming go Home" would be a scen e from a Monty
Pyth~n comedy skit.
But after my la st extended stay in
Belglum I observed the growing fe ar that now reigns all
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over Europe, fear born of dread over the rebirth of the
demons of twentieth century European history:
fascism,
class conflict, economic regression, alienation of the
young.
To many traditionalists, Europe is a world gone
mad: Not only are the Belgians turning Fleming and
Walloon; but the former East and West Germans are
trying to figure out how to turn German; the British
are no longer islanders; the French, that most catholic
of peoples, are to their horror turning Islamic; and
most implausibly of all, Italian politicians are
turning honest. Contemporary Europe is full of
w~nd7rs; ~ut also full of anxiety.
And I returned to
Cl~clnnatl ~- to me, for better and worse, a place
qUln~essentlally American -- with few regrets at
~ea~lng my half-~dopted homeland. I wish Flanders well
ln .er new embodlment ~s a state embedded in the nearl
chrls~ened E~rope~n U~ 1 on.
Europeans may indeed
y
redeflne natlonallSm ln the twenty-first century, as
they first defined it in the nineteenth. Let us all
hope that they do it more peacefully this time, more
like the Flemish, than they have done in the past. I
will have no role in these transformations, for I now
know that a Europhile is not a European, and I now
appreciate how vast is the distance between the
adoptive and the native son.

CHARLES BOWDITCH WILBY
October 31, 1994

John Diehl

One of the delights of being historian of the Club
is the excuse to browse through the old records. The
wonderful collection of Club papers is a treasure-trove
of information and opinion on an amazingly broad range
of SUbjects. The minutes trace the evolution of the
Club from the very first meeting in 1849. They not

